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 Any act of violence or disruption shall be observed seriously and the
organizers shall have the authority to disqualify the individual or the team.

 Consumption of any form of intoxicants is strictly prohibited within the
campus premises. Anyone found under the influence of the same will be
escorted out of the campus.

 Participants are required to carry valid ID proof provided by their college.

 Misplacing the registration receipt will lead to disqualification from the
respective event.

 Failing to be present at the reporting time at the respective venue will lead
to disqualification.

 The decisions taken by judges and/or organizers will be considered final
and non-questionable under any circumstances.

 EDM passes provided at registration must be submitted at the gates during
the DJ Night. Entries without the passes are restricted.

 The campus is a plastic-free zone. Participants are advised not to carry
plastic materials.

 In order to win the General championship-

The points awarded for each event are as follows:

1st Place- 20 points

2nd Place- 15 points

3rd Place- 10 points

 50 points will be awarded to the college participating in all the events.

General Rules
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The Witch and the Wizard
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Colour Cheeks
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HR
The Daily Prophet’s Parody
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Event Co-ordinators

Sasha Oliveira Shreya Kurbet Vallabh Bhat

7721913393 9113295396 8050724190

MUSIC
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(Solo Singing-Eastern)
Once music touches you, it never leaves. Some of them ring in your dreams.

Every year, Melodia gives such an opportunity to talented musicians; to drive us

into a musical trance through this specially curated event for the Eastern music.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 8:45 am Venue: Saptarishi Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Only the code names assigned to the participants must be announced.

 The competition will be restricted to Indian Languages only.

 No vulgarity/profanity will be entertained.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators beforehand.

 The decision of the Judges and Event coordinators is final.

Rounds:

SCREENING

 Time Limit: 3 minutes

 The participants will be judged on the basis on their VOCAL quality ONLY.

 No use of karaoke,accompanists,self-played instruments,tanpura box,etc. is

allowed.

FINALS

 Time Limit: 6 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 Karaoke, accompanists, self-played instruments, tanpura box can be used.

 The tracks should be brought in a pendrive in MP3 format.

The Magician's Melody
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(Solo Singing-Western)
Find yourself in the alluring and enticing nautical world and get a chance to

personify grace and melody. Here is your ticket to mesmerise and captivate your

audience in the best possible way. Join us as we take our charge over the West!

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 11:15 am Venue: Saptarishi Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Only the code names assigned to the participants must be announced.

 The competition will be restricted to Western Languages only.

 No vulgarity/profanity will be entertained.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators beforehand.

 The decision of the Judges and Event coordinators is final.

Rounds:

SCREENING:

 Time Limit- 3 minutes

 The participants will be judged on the basis on their VOCAL quality ONLY.

 No use of karaoke,accompanists,self-played instruments, tanpura box,etc. is

allowed.

FINALS:

 Time Limit- 6 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 Karaoke, accompanists, self-played instruments, tanpura box can be used.

 The tracks should be brought in a pen drive in MP3 format.

The Magician's Melody
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(Solo Singing- Indian Classical)
Over the years, we have witnessed talented classical singers enthrall us with their

soulful performances. Following the tradition, here's an opportunity to showcase

your talents with our perfectly tailored rounds for classical music.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 8:45 am Venue: Amphi Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Limit: 5 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 The competition will be restricted to Indian Classical styles, i.e., Hindustani, and

Carnatic only.

 No Film/folk songs are allowed.

 Use of 1 accompanist is allowed. (Must play an Indian instrument)

 An electronic Tanpura can be used.

 No backing tracks or karaoke’s allowed.

 Only the CODE names assigned to the participants must be announced.

 No vulgarity/profanity will be entertained.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators beforehand.

 The decision of the Judges and Event coordinators is Final.

Sorceror’s Sargam
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(Solo Instrumental-Percussion)

Be it Mozart or Myles Kennedy, we invite masters of all instruments to showcase
your finest arpeggios.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 12:15 pm Venue: Amphi Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Limit : 4 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 This competition will be restricted to Percussion instruments (e.g., Drums,

Cajon, Congo, Tabla, etc.) only.

 The participants must perform purely instrumental pieces only, i.e. No singing

allowed.

 Participants must get their own instruments and other related accessories like

cables, etc.

 No backing tracks and accompanists are allowed.

 Only the code names assigned to the participants must be announced.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators one day before

the event.

 The decision of the Judges and Event coordinators is final.

The Hogwarts Ensemble: Beats
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(Solo Instrumental- Non Percussion)

Be it Mozart or Myles Kennedy, we invite masters of all instruments to showcase
your finest arpeggios.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 12:15 pm Venue: Amphi Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Limit : 4 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 This competition will be restricted to Percussion instruments (e.g., Guitar,

Piano,Violin, etc.) only.

 The participants must perform purely instrumental pieces only, i.e. No singing

allowed.

 Participants must get their own instruments and other related accessories like

cables, etc.

 No backing tracks and accompanists are allowed.

 Only the code names assigned to the participants must be announced.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators one day before

the event.

 The decision of the Judges and Event coordinators is final.

The Hogwarts Ensemble: Strings
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Who doesn't love a nice evening of music and amazing ambience?
Here's a stage for all the musicians out there to present their amalgamations.
Though dreamy, this fierce competition is here to bring forward the best of

acoustic music.

Team Size: 4-8 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 18th April, 6:15 pm Venue: Apple Garden

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Limit: 6 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

 Only ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS are allowed.

 No drums are allowed.

 If Piano is used, it should be set to Grand Piano mode only.

 A minimum of 2 songs must be performed.

 Use of Karaoke or Backing tracks is not allowed.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Only the code names priorly assigned to the participants must be announced.

 No vulgarity/profanity will be entertained.

 5% of the marks will be deducted for each minute exceeded.

 Technical requirements must be informed to the coordinators beforehand.

Symphonica (Unplugged)
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Event Co-ordinators

Jayraj Modgekar Neha Desai

8660997571 7892061047

DANCE
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(Solo Dance-Showdown)
Dance is a superpower that everybody has, but it is only a few who choose to
unleash it into the world. Be it the Bollywood thumkas, colourful costumes or

contemporary footwork, it all looks like magic when performed.
This very magic is what we look forward to!

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 10:45 am Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:
 Tracks to be submitted in Pen Drives (in mp3 format strictly) to the event

coordinators in ready to play condition.

 Classical routines are not allowed.

 Dance on western songs and fusion can also be performed under this same

category.

 Stage cleanliness and discipline should be maintained.

 Participants must report on the mentioned time. Not doing so will lead to

disqualification.

Rounds

SCREENING:

 Time limit: 1-2mins

 The elimination round will be held in a closed room.

FINAL BATTLE

 This is the on-the-spot battle(face-off) round.

 Participants will be given an initial time limit of 25-30 sec to show their best

dance moves on stage to randomly played music.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

Enchanted Solo: Western
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(Solo Dance-Classical)
Classical dance is a highly disciplined art form that has its roots in ancient
cultures. It is characterized by precise and graceful movements that are

performed to classical music.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 8:45 am Venue: Amphi Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time limit 3-5mins

 Tracks to be submitted in Pen Drives (in mp3 format strictly) to the event

coordinator in ready to play condition.

 Only classical routines and music are allowed.

 Stage cleanliness and discipline should be maintained.

 Participants must report on the mentioned time. Not doing so will lead to

disqualification.

Enchanted Solo: Classical
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(Duet Dance)
A dancer need not do intricate fancy steps, all you must do is adapt to the rhythm
and enjoy the music as it is! And when you have a partner, it's just a cherry on top

isn't it?

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 1:45 pm Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:
 Tracks to be submitted in Pen Drives (in mp3 format strictly) to the event

coordinator in ready to play condition.

 Classical routines are not allowed. However, fusion is allowed.

 No extra marks will be allocated for any usage of props.

 Stage cleanliness and discipline should be maintained.

 Participants must report on the mentioned time. Not doing so will lead to

disqualification.

Rounds:

SCREENING
 Time limit:2-3mins.

 The elimination round will be held in a closed room.

FINALS
 Time limit: 3-5mins

 The performance should include the sequence performed in the elimination

round.

 The decision of the judges will be final and participants must abide by it.

The Yule Ball Waltz
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(Group Dance)
Your Fictional world may not live up to your expectations to showcase your moves
and grooves. But don't worry, here's a platform to “Do it big, do it right and do it
with style". Let your group captivate the Floor with energy, expression, and dance!

Team Size: 8-12 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 19th April, 4:45 pm Venue: Main Stage

Teams per college: 1 Registration: Online

Rules:
 Time limit: 5-7min (including stage setup).

 Tracks to be submitted in Pen Drives (in mp3 format strictly) to the event

coordinator in ready to play condition.

 Team comprising of participants from different colleges will not be considered

and will lead to disqualification.

 A minimum of 6 dancers must always be present on the stage during the

performance.

 Classical routines are not allowed; however, fusion is allowed.

 Usage of props is allowed (Need to be notified and approved from coordinators).

 Stage cleanliness and discipline should be maintained.

 Participants must report on the mentioned time. Not doing so will lead to

disqualification.

The Tri-Wizard Dance-off
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FASHION
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If there's one thing we love, it's glam. With make up taking a horizon beyond just
brushes and palettes, it's time to gather your sequins, glitters and everything that

glimmers.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: Mechanical Lobby

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:
 Time Limit: 90 minutes

 The event tests the creativity and technique of the participants.

 Out of the 2 team members; one should be the artist and the other should be

the model.

 A theme will be disclosed 15 mins before the commencement of the round.

 The participants must bring all the necessary makeup equipment. No such

equipments will be provided.

 No makeup should be applied to the participant before the commencement of

round. If so, they will be required to remove their make-up prior to the start of

the competition.

 The scoring will solely be based on the makeup look and creativity. Other

fashion elements like hair and accessories will not be taken into consideration.

 Further instructions will be given on the spot.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

Event Coordinators

Pranita Kallimani Vaishnavi Patil

8710013377 9611867491

Magical Makeover
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The Witch and The Wizard
(Fashion show duo)

Get ready to offer yourselves up on the ramp as images of another world
contiguous to the world in comparison, as places of fresh illusionism.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 4:15 pm Venue: Main Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Theme: Good overtakes/surpasses bad.
Rules:
 Background tracks are compulsory for each performance.

 The backstage crew must not exceed 2 people and the crew members list to be

sent with the Qualification round video.

 Use of water,fire, party poppers or any kind of fireworks will lead to a

reduction in score.

 Vulgarity should be strictly avoided.

 Any kind of clothing, Footwears and props is permitted as long as these follow

all other rules.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

Rounds:
SCREENING:Online Round:

 Video to be sent to the co-ordinators via WhatsApp before April 14th, 8:00 pm.

 2-3 minutes of the of their prepared Final sequence only.

FINALS

 4-5 minutes + 2 minutes (setup)

Event Coordinators
Ankita D Jogalekar Lingaraj Ankalgi

9449620021 8197175620
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The Magician’s Couture
(Fashion show group)

Attention Fashionistas! Here's your ultimate chance to showcase your creativity and
Fashion sense. How chic and enigmatic can you get? How well can you mesmerize

the crowd? Walk the ramp and show us what you've got!
Team Size: 10-13 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 19th April, 4:15 pm Venue: Main Stage

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:
 Background tracks are compulsory for each performance.

 The backstage crew must not exceed 3 people and the crew members list to be

sent with the Screening round video.

 Description of the theme selected to be sent with the video.

 Use of water, fire, party poppers or any kind of fireworks will lead to a

reduction in score.Vulgarity should be strictly avoided.

 An Additional 3-minute times are allowed as set up time.

 Any kind of clothing, Footwears and props is permitted if these follow all other

rules. The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

Rounds:
SCREENING:Online Round:

 Video to be sent to the co-ordinators via WhatsApp before April 14th, 8:00 pm.

 3-5 minutes of the of their prepared Final sequence only.

FINALS

 8-10 minutes + 3 minutes (setup)

Event Coordinators
Ankita D Jogalekar Lingaraj Ankalgi

9449620021 8197175620
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FINE-ARTS

Event Co-ordinators

Ankita Jogalekar Lingaraj Ankalgi

9449620021 8197175620
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Magical Strokes
(Artathon)

Sherlock Holmes and Leonardo Da Vinci, an unusual combination? Not on our

watch. A fast-paced challenging team event to put your artistic skills to the test. So

bring in your finest crew aboard.

Introducing ‘Artathon’, hosted by the Fine Arts Club

Team Size: 3 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 19th April, 1:15 pm Venue: Digital studio 1 and 2

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Limit: 90 minutes (for both the rounds)

 This event will consist of 2 rounds which will test different art skills of the

participants.

 Basic materials such as paints, brushes etc. are to be brought by the participants.

 Topics for the rounds will be told during the time of the event.

 Final evaluation will be done based on both the rounds.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.
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Color Cheeks
(Face Painting)

If makeup and face painting are your spirit animals, then this is the event for you!
'Color Cheeks' is where you can make your art come to life!

Can you make the magic happen?

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: MB101

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Time Duration: 90 minutes.

 Topics will be discussed during the time of the event.

 Materials such as paints, brushes etc. are to be brought by the participants.

 One participant must paint the other participants’ face.

 Participant getting his/her face painted cannot help the fellow participant to

paint but only directions can be given.

 No materials like stickers or glitter will be allowed.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.
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Ar-Tee’s-tic
(T-shirt painting)

Let the artistic side of you out, get your gear ready to paint & doodle your way.
Show us the best apparel and claim mastery of this competition of T-shirt painting.

Team Size: 2-3 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 19th April, 3:15 pm Venue: Digital Studio 1 and 2

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

Round 1:

 Time Limit: 90 minutes.

 Themes will be given on the spot.

 The team has to express their interpretation of the theme on a A3 sheet using

poster colors/watercolors/markers.

 The teams shortlisted in this round will be showcasing the same art in the

second round.

Round 2:

 Time Limit: 90 minutes.

 For the final round T-shirt will be provided to the teams.

 Teams must bring their own art materials including basic stationery.

 The decision of the judges will be final and binding.
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HR

Event Co-ordinators

Sakshi Devale Samarth Kulkarni

9741756713 8861658120
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The Daily Prophet’s Parody
(Mockpress)

Ever thought you'd be a better actor than somebody?Or a politician?Or a cricketer?

Or simply a better celebrity! Then here's a chance to step into the shoes of famous

personalities. But here's a catch, you gotta face the blazing questions of the press.

Are you game?

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 1:15 pm Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:

 Participants will have to pick a chit and enact the personality that they have

received.

 Participants will be subjected to a series of questions by the press(judges)

 A preparation time of 5 minutes will be allowed for each participant.

 Additional rules will be announced on the spot.

 The judges’ decision will be final and binding.
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Dragon’s Den
(Shark tank)

Got a million-dollar start-up idea? Then here's an event just for you. To nurture the

entrepreneur in you here's presenting - 'Shark Tank', a test of ideation and

marketing.

Team Size: 4 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:
 Each group must prepare a product visual, marketing plan and a 4–5 minute

pitch.

 Identify your target market and emphasize how it will meet the customer

requirements.

 Highlight advantages of your idea/product over comparable existing products

in the market.

 The judges’ decision will be final and binding.
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MEDIA

Event Co-ordinators

Aakash Vernekar Dhruva Patil Riya Gadvi

7676578009 9916095059 8970800919
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Hogwarts Snapshot
(Photography)

Weaving together light and color, let your pictures create a narrative with each

photograph adhering to the themes of your choice. Pour out your creative juices to

present a cohesive story through the art of photography!

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: BME Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 Mobile or Camera can be used to capture the photo.

 The format of the photo should either be jpeg or png (Raw images will not be

considered)

 Only minimal edits allowed.

 Submit 5 best photos.

 Time limit to capture edit and submit the photo - 19th April 8pm

 Rename the file as- Name_college name.

 The theme will be told on the spot.

 The best 10 participants will be into the second round.

 Submissions link will be sent in the group.

 Round 2: Surprise round!
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Ron’s Reels
(Reel Making)

Have what it takes to be the next influen-star? Then here's your chance to ace the

fame game. Be it mind boggling transitions, cheeky background music or

enthralling theatrics, show us the best of your reel making skills to emerge

victorious.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: BME Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 Mobile or Camera can be used.

 The theme will be told on the spot.

 Video duration should be minimum 1min.

 Merging of videos is allowed.

 Time limit to capture edit and submit the video - 20th April 3pm

 Only one video should be submitted per person.

 File should be named in the form Name_College.

 Submissions link will be sent in the group.

27
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TechCultural
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Hacker’s Quest
A challenging and engaging adventure that involves using technical skills and

creativity to solve problems and achieve goals in the context of computer security
and hacking.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: MCA Department

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules :

 There will be total 3 rounds.

 The detailed rules of the round will be given by the coordinators before the

round starts.

 The organizing team reserves the rights to make changes to certain rules.

 Any discrepancies after the event will not be entertained.

 Coordinators decisions are final.

 Each round is an elimination round.

 Open to all departments.

Event Coordinators

Akshay B Vikas E Rohit S

9900421242 8139995956 9145776690
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Enchanted Treasure Hunt
“Discover Mystical Secrets: Go on a Treasure Hunt in the Magical Realm of

Wizards”
Team Size: 3 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: Civil Department

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:

 It is a Group event.

 The event consists of three rounds.

 The details regarding all the rounds will be explained during the event.

 All the team members should bring their college ID card compulsorily.

 The judges and coordinators decision will be final.

Event Coordinators

Shruti Jadhav Mohammed Rahil

9535148053 8088098970
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The Quizzard
Welcome to Quizzard where you will be on a quest for a journey, here you will
find general quiz and fun challenges to keep you entertained and having fun.

Team Size: 4 Rounds: 4

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: Chemical Dept.

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:
 General rules for Quiz are based on various topics (general).

 The 1st round is a quiz based on a laptop.

 The 2nd round is a connecting picture.

 Final two rounds will be a surprise round which will be instructed on the spot.

 Use of any phones or tech gadgets is prohibited.

 Any discrepancies after the event will not be entertained. • The organizing team

reserves the right to make changes to certain rules.

Event Coordinators

Rohit Shinde Vinayak K Sonali N
99641 34525 84315 90554 9538722155
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TechWizard
Are you a Wizard or…A TechWizard?

Team Size: 4 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 19th April, 10:45 am Venue: MB201

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:

 Each team shall consist of a maximum of 4 participants.

 Any sort of malpractice or mishandling of equipment will lead to immediate

disqualification.

 The decision of the jury is final and is to be abided by in any case.

 The above rules and judging criteria are subject to change based on the

jurisdiction of the Event Managers.

Round 1(Disturbance quiz)

 A rapid series of mind puzzling MCQs with loud music playing in the

background.

 There will be a time constraint for this round.

 Teams should compete within the time limit.

 Teams would be short-listed for the next round based on the quiz score.

Round 2(Scavenger Hunt)

 Your group must solve and visit as many of the clues as possible in the allotted

time. Take time before you leave and figure out the best route.

 Further rules for this event will be explained on the spot.

 Cheating, stealing, sabotaging, removing hidden items, or breaking the law will

result in automatic disqualification.
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Round 3(Teams Assemble)

 Teams need to assemble the components given to them.

 There will be a time constraint for this round.

 Correctness and efficiency of the design will be considered.

Event Coordinators
Madhura Vishwas

9108748257 8310194010
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WebWizards
(Web Designing)

A challenging and engaging adventure that involves using technical skills and
creativity to design and create a web page withing given time.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 18th April, 11:45 am Venue: CS Dept.

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online

Rules:
 The technical event will consist of multiple rounds.

 The coordinators will provide detailed rules for each round before it starts.

 Use of ChatGPT is prohibited during the event.

 Teams may be composed of members from different departments.

 The organizing team has the right to modify certain rules.

 Any concerns or issues after the event will not be addressed.

 The decisions made by the coordinators during the event are final.

 The event is open to participants from all departments.

Event Coordinators

Huzaifa Patel Varshini Agasagi

6360262475 8618505474
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LITERARY

Event Coordinators

Vibha Hebbale Vinayak Biranje

9900415332 8310821026
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The Loremaster’s Arena
(Culture and Entertainment Quiz)

A classic quiz tailormade for the folks who strive with their knowledge of both the
history and present-day world of Culture and Entertainment across the globe.

Have what it takes to be the lore master?
Join the ensemble to find out!

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 18th April, 8:45 am Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:
 The rules of both rounds of the quiz shall be explained on the day of the

competition.

 Use of unfair means shall result in disqualification.

 Use of unparliamentary language and gestures shall lead to immediate

disqualification.

 The Quiz-master's decision is final and binding.

 Participants are expected to report to the venue 15 minutes before the stated

commencement time.
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The Witch’s Tale
(Story Writing)

This one is for the ever enthusiastic and mysterious writers out there. Let the
budding author in you engage in marvelous wordplay.

In this heist of words and phrases, the best story shall rise!

Team Size: 1 Rounds: subject to number of teams

Date/Time: 18th April, 2:15 pm Venue: BME Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 The theme shall be disclosed on the day of the competition.

 Word Limit: 500-800 words

 Only original works are considered for judgment; plagiarism is strictly

prohibited.

 Participants are requested to submit a printed copy of their works along with

the *word file within the allotted time.

 Any obscene or derogatory content, if found, shall lead to immediate

disqualification.
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Aircrash
You’re on a plane that is about to crash. There are four eminent personalities, and
then there’s you. There is only one parachute left. The only way to survive is to

grab that parachute by convincing others that you have more importance to bring
to the world than them. Be it wisdom or wit, if you think you’ve got what it takes,

join us in this hour of madness and reign over the crowd.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 20th April,11:45 am Venue: EEE Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:
 Participants will be made to pick a chit and talk about the person’s importance

for a minute.

 After all participants have spoken, cross-questioning will take place by the

panelists.

 The participants then take part in a vote out after which the panelists declare

their votes, ultimately, the last one standing survives.

 Participants will be allowed to change their chits only once within the first 30

seconds of their prep time.

 Use of vulgarity or unparliamentary language is strictly prohibited and shall

lead to immediate disqualification.

 Participants are expected to report to the venue 15 minutes before the stated

commencement time.
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The Goblin’s Forte
(Vices Quiz)

For those blurred lines between what’s right and what’s wrong, awaits a trail of
everything that is simply immoral and wicked. How well do you succumb to

your vices, how well do you know them really?

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 19th April,1:45 pm Venue: Auditorium

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 The rules of both rounds of the quiz shall be explained on the day of the

competition.

 Use of unfair means shall result in disqualification.

 Use of unparliamentary language and gestures shall lead to immediate

disqualification.

 The Quiz-master's decision is final and binding.

 Participants are expected to report to the venue 15 minutes before the stated

commencement time.
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The Devil’s Advocate
(Turncoat Debate)

Do you have what it takes to see both sides of the coin? If yes, then the turncoat
should be right up your alley. Here’s a test of your demeanor under duress, your

ability to defend both sides of a motion, and your conviction.
Bring your best arguments forward in this game of switching stances.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 2

Date/Time: 19th April,10:45 am Venue: EEE Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 The motion (topic) shall be told to the debaters on the spot.

 Both teams begin by presenting their opening arguments for one side of the

motion. After the opening rounds, the debaters switch sides and present

arguments for the opposing side.

 The debaters then have a chance to rebut each other’s arguments, considering

their new positions.

 The Debaters shall be asked to irrevocably switch their stances at any given

instant.

 Finally, the debaters give closing statements summarizing their main points and

highlighting their strongest arguments with respect to their last holding stance.

 Use of vulgarity or unparliamentary language is strictly prohibited and shall

lead to immediate disqualification.
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TITLE EVENTS
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Mr. & Ms. Invento
Mister and Miss Invento is the jack of all events. This event expects the

participants to be agile and nimble,
ready to overcome any challenge thrown their way.
Are you worthy of being the Sorcerer Supreme?

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: Mechanical Seminar Hall

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

ROUNDS:

DAY 0: Merlin’s Trial (Personality test - Aptitude, General quiz)

 Reporting time – 9:45 am.

 Venue – Seminar Hall (Mechanical. Department)

DAY 1: Quidditch (Surprise Round)

 Reporting time – 12:15 pm.

 Venue – Seminar Hall (Mechanical. Department)

DAY 2: Sorcerer Supreme (The Final round)

 Reporting time – 9.45 am.

 Venue – Auditorium (Admin Block)

Event Coordinators

Sakshi Devale Samarth Kulkarni

9741756713 8861658120
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Mr. & Ms. Fitness
Hours of strenuous training at the expense of sweat and toil all for the sweet

gain of being the ittest amongst the lot. If this sounds familiar, then this ultimate
test of itness is made just for you. Display unbeatable valour and claim the

highly desired titles of Mr. and Ms. Fitness.

Team Size: 1 Rounds: 4

Date/Time: 20th April, 7:00 am Venue: Portico

Teams per college: 10 students each Registration: Online

Rules:
 10 participants are allowed for each college (the registrations will be first come

first serve)

 6 boys and 4 girls from each college

 The event consists of 3 preliminary rounds and a final round for both the

categories (girls and boys)

 3 preliminary rounds are easy, medium, and difficult and the tasks will be

based on the round.

 All the rounds are elimination rounds.

 The tasks to be performed will be announced on the day of the event.

 The participants are requested to report 1 hour prior to the time of the event.

Event Coordinators

Sagar Pawar Veena Pujeri

8971763029 9482758891
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E-SPORTS

Event Coordinators

Rohit Shetty Rony Souz Siddharth Biradar Nikhil Shanbag
8867072214 9110849373 9606520358 7795209109
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VALORANT
Team Size: 5+1 Rounds: based on participants

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: CS Dept.

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 A player can have only one (1) Valorant account active (Valorant/Riot ID).

 You are not allowed to share or use another person’s game account. Your

account is for your use, and your use alone.

 Each team’s roster must consist of at least 5 players.

 Each team’s roster will be allowed to have 5 main players and 1 substitute.

 Only one cross college player will be allowed in each team.

 College identity cards are compulsory.

 Once the tournament starts, you cannot replace any player.

 A substitute player may only be added before the game starts.

 This player cannot be part of any other team’s roster which is participating or

has participated in the same tournament.

 Match will be played in the following format: 5v5.

 A player is allowed to represent only one Team. Players should carry their own

laptops, keyboards, headsets, mousepad, and mouse.

 Maps will be decided based on the voting system.
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 All matches will consist of a “Best of 1” in a single elimination bracket. It’ll be a

Knockout Tournament.

 Team leader (only 1 member of each team) should provide WhatsApp number

while registering as he will be added in the group and further details will be

updated in the WhatsApp group.

 Server Setup:

 Map: depending which map must be played from the map pool.

 Mode: Standard.

 Options:

Allow Cheats: Off

Tournament Mode: On

Overtime: Win by Two: On

 Any instance of cheating will result in an immediate removal from the

tournament.

 Organizer’s decision is final and binding.
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FIFA
Team Size: 1 Rounds: based on participants

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: CS Dept.

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 It will be a knockout tournament.

 Players should carry their own keyboard/controllers.

 All the initial rounds of games will be the best of one.

 From Round of 16 the matches will be home and away.

 Finals will be the best of three.

 Each half will be of 4 minutes in game setting.

 Finals and Semis will of 6 minutes each half.

 Fast paced game setting.

 The first choice for the team will be decided on toss.

 The team settings will be on 90 Overall.

 Live form will be kept off.

 No national teams.

 Co-Ordinators decision is final.

 The goalkeeper is in a semi-pro setting.

 Tactical defending is on.

 Should the match finish as a draw it will go to direct penalties.

 Only Semis and Finals will have Extra Time.
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DRAMA

Event Coordinators

Pranita Kallimani Vaishnavi Patil

8710013377 9611867491
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Earth Street Theatre
Theatre folks, this one's for you! Here's your chance to disseminate social and
political themes and to raise awareness amongst the crowd. Enact your
thoughts and emotions as we embark to break the norms and uplift the

downtrodden.

Team Size: 7-20 Rounds: 1

Date/Time: 20th April, 9:45 am Venue: Apple Garden

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:
 The play should deliver a social message.

 No pre-recorded voices and music are allowed.

 No team is allowed to use or reveal the name of their college and doing so will

result in immediate elimination.

 The language of performance will be English, Hindi, Kannada, or Marathi.

 The teams must carry their own props as the organizers are not reliable to

provide any props for the participants.

 Performance should be confined within the area.

 In case of any situations which have not been described in the rules, the

decisions taken by the judges will be final.

 The decision of the judges will be final and non-disputable.

Event rules:

 The time limit is 7-15 mins.

 5% of the total score will be deducted for each minute above that time limit.

 Use of profanity or vulgarity will result in deduction of points as per the judges’

decision.
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SPECIALS
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Labyrinth
inspired by SQUID GAME

A good old game of tradition? Or a game that's as jittery as the popular series
itself? Green Light. Red Light. That's all that matters.

Fairly simple. Or is it? Join us in our own take of the well renowned adaptation.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 19th April, 9:45 am Venue: Playground

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:
 Elimination -Players who fail to complete a game or do not follow the rules are

eliminated. Eliminated players are removed from the game and are not allowed

to return.

 The organizing team maintains the right to modify certain rules.

 After the event, any disagreements won't be taken into consideration.

Round 1:

 Objective: The objective of the game is to reach the finish line without getting

caught by the "doll" (the robotic voice that says, "Red Light" and "Green Light").

 Starting Line: All players must start behind the starting line.

 Movement: Players can only move forward when the "doll" says "Green Light."

When the "doll" says "Red Light," players must stop moving immediately.

 Elimination: If a player is caught moving after the "doll" says "Red Light," they

are eliminated from the game. Our team will be detecting any movement, even

the slightest.

 Finish Line: The finish line is located at the other end of the playing area.
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 Rounds: The game is played in rounds, and players who reach the finish line

without getting caught by the dolls move on to the next round.

 Time Limit: There is a time limit for each round, and players who do not reach

the finish line before the time limit is up eliminated.

Round 2:

 Objective: The objective of the game is to carefully cut out a specific shape from

a honeycomb without breaking it or disturbing the bees.

 Honeycomb: The honeycomb is enchanted to be sturdy and difficult to cut.

 Tools: Players are provided with magical cutting tools that can cut through the

honeycomb. The tools are designed to make precise cuts and require a steady

hand to use.

 Shapes: The honeycomb contains various shapes that players must cut out.

 Time Limit: Players have a limited amount of time to cut out the shape from the

honeycomb, and if they fail to do so before the time is up, they are eliminated.

 Elimination: If a player breaks the honeycomb, they are eliminated from the

game.

 The player who successfully cut out their assigned shape without breaking the

honeycomb is up for next round.

Round 3:

 A surprise on the spot task is to be accomplished.

Event Coordinators

Nikhil Kalyani Khushi Mastiholi Harshita Jamadade

9731511250 9535921075
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The Hogwarts Escape
(ESCAPE ROOM)

This thrilling and interactive experience will transport you to a world of magic
and mystery, where you and your team will need to solve puzzles, uncover clues,

and ultimately find your way out before time runs out.

Team Size: 4 Rounds: 3

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: ME201

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-Spot

Rules:

 No cross-college teams are allowed.

 No misbehavior will be entertained.

 Decisions of the Organizing committee will be final and binding.

ROUND 1: Quiz (Elimination Round)

 Everything under the Sun. A standard written quiz.

ROUND 2: Surprise Round (Elimination Round)

 Rules will be explained on-the-spot.

 Get your Running shoes. (And your Brains to solve the clues)

ROUND3: Escape Room!

 Do you have what it takes to escape, or will you succumb to the pressure?

Fastest team first, wins!

Event Coordinators

Harshvardhan Mangale Om Badagi

9964151217 9448380069
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The Great Wizarding Quest
The path awaits to be lit on fire; do you think you’re the best to race? Well,
there’s someone better! This adventure is not for the fainthearted. You will be

tested and tried as you set out on a journey in search of the treasure.
As you pursue the trail of hints, you and your crew will set out on a perilous
adventure across uncharted territory, crack-coded riddles, and conquer

challenges. The road ahead will be challenging, but the rewards will be beyond
your wildest dreams. A treasure awaits those who are brave enough to take on
this quest. So, gather your wits, sharpen your skills, and prepare to embark on

an epic adventure. The Race begins now!

Team Size: 2 Rounds: depends on participations

Date/Time: 19th April, 12:45 pm Venue: MBA department

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

Rules:
 Travelling charges shall be solely borne by the Participants .
 The participants should poses valid college ID.
 Using mobile phones during the race is prohibited.
 Participants must be present at the venue at least 15 minutes before the event.
 The organizers have the right to modify/alter any rules if the situation demands.
 Participants should perform all physical/mental tasks at their own risk.
 Co-coordinators’ decisions will be final and binding for all the team.
 Any instance of cheating/breaking rules will result in direct elimination.
 Note:
 More than one team participating from a single college is accepted and
encouraged.

 The winners would be awarded cash prize of Rs.5000/- along with trophy and
certificate.

 All participants will be awarded an E-certificate for participation.

Event Coordinators

Anirudh Siddhanti Shreya Hundre

9019319556 9945245319
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Dragon-Rider
GO Kart GO !!!! is a road racing variant with fun transportation means where

the team consisting of 2 members must reach a certain destination by
performing various funny tasks. Under me-limit, consisting of 2 laps each

member with one lap.

Team Size: 2 Rounds: 1 with 2 laps

Date/Time: 18th April, 9:45 am Venue: Opposite Mechanical Dept.

Teams per college: Unlimited Registration: Online/On-spot

RULES:
 The organizing team reserves the right to make changes to certain rules.

 No bumping, blocking or other expectations while performing.

 Each Lap consists of certain fun tasks which the players must perform.

 Participants perform all the physical tasks at their own risk.

 No harsh behavior would be entertained.

Event Coordinators

Ruchita Kurne Sonali N Vinayak G
7337873560 9538722155 84315 90554
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